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THE XAVERIAN NEWS TO SPREAD THE SPIRIT 
OF XAVIER. Official Newspaper Of Xavier University 
VOLUME XXII. CINCINNATI, OHIO, THURSDAY, OCTOBER 22, 1936 NO 4 
Homecoming Last Rites Affirmative PRESS _ ASSOCIATION 
TO CONDUCT POLL Plans Near To Be Held Conquerors In 
Completion For Priest Philopedian 
EXPLANATION 
Annual Alumni Election Was 
And Business Meeting 
Former Professor 
At Xavier 
Next Debaate Will Be There has been much· whls-
On The SnbJ"ect That perlng about the campus and 
many Indictments of The Xa· 
Will Be Staged On No· 
vember 7th; 
U S E t L Of verian News on the article 
The simple burial ceremony of ' • n er eague which appeared Jast week In 
the Society of Jesus will mark Nations. regard to tile visit of Presi· 
the funeral Friday morning of dent Roosevelt to the Xavier 
. the Rev. William J. Talbot, S. J., --- campus. 
Plans for the annual Xavier retired member of the commun· Albert A. Stephen and John E. For the benefit of our read· 
Ballot Boxes Will Be 
Open Until Tomorrow 
Afternoon At 4:00 P. 




ROOSEVELT Unh:erslty Homecoming cele· ity at Xavier University, who Fogarty, arts juniors, were de- ers, we would like to make 
brat~on m~ved a step !1earer com· died Tuesday at 11:50 a. m., at • clear that" since we go to press 
pletlon this week ~v1th the ap· the Qood Samaritan Hospital, clared the winners of the ftrst on Wednesday afternoon, we 
poi~tment ~f. ~omm1~tees for the following a long illness. Philopedian debate of the pres- cannot print the news which Three Candidates Under 
various act1V1ties which make up The Rev. President Dennis F. ent school year by Clarence F. happens Wednesday afternoon. 
the two days program. Burns, S. J., will celebrate the Holley, who acted as critic judge Soon after we returned from 
The Board ~f ~overnors of t.he funera.l mass in ~ellarmine Chap- when the society convened fo~ the composing rooms last 
Alumni Assoc1at1on have outlm- el, Friday mornmg, at 9 a. m. . . . week, we were '.informed by 
ed a program which will op![!n Office of the Dead will be chant· its second meetmg, Monday, m the President of the university 
with the annual election meeting ed by the esuit fathers beginning Room 10. that the President of the 
C o n s i d er at i on As 
JNCA Inaugurates 
Novel Plan. 
Friday night, November 6. At one half hour before the mass. They spoke on the affi1mative United States had revised his ---
the meeting - votes will be cast According to the rule of the of the question, Resolved: That route that afternoon. The A ·poll on the candidates for 
for five new members of the Society of Jesus the' funeral mass co-education be adopted at Xa- change was 1mnounced too President of the United States 
Board of Governors who are to will be a low mass and there will late for The News to revamp will be conducted in The Xaver-
succeed the officers retiring this be no sermon. Bu1·ial will be in vier University, and defeated a the first page which had al· ian News and in all other Jesuit 
year. the Novitiate Cemetery at Mil- negative team composed of Ed- ready been put to press. It colleges and universities in the 
Committees named to select ford, Ohio. ward J. Kennedy, arts junior, was an unexpected develop- United States by the Jesuit Col-
two tickets are the following: Retired and Leonard C. Gartner, arts ment which could not·be utll- lege Newspaper Association be-
Blue Ticket-Henry J. Homan, Father Talbot had been in re· senior. , Gartner, however, was lzed by the editors of The Xa· ginning today. 
Joh!1 W. Kilcoyne, Frank A. tirement at Xavier for about five named as the best speaker. veTri:en ~eeawsosn. that the Pres1·. Ballot-boxes for the Xavier 
Klame, John, T. Gaynor, Dr. Ho· years. He last taught at St. Xa- students will be provided in the 
mer Huschart, chairman; White vier High School, returning to 1!iev. t~ul J. Sweeney, S. J., dent failed to visit Xavier as lobby of the Biology Building. 
Ticket--Frank K. Overbeck, Ed· Cincinnati after an absence of 20 mo era or of the society, spoke he planned was that he had Voters have been requested to 
win T. Heilker, William J. Mac· years in 1929. after the debate and called at- been advised to the contrary use either the ballot which ap-
Quaide, Richard D. Kearney, He had previously taught in tention to the few deficiencies in bdyis· thruisstseedcrectesrtearvinlcecmonedn1·twiohnos pears elsewhere in The Xaverian 
James. R. Clark, chairman. the Xavier preparatory depart· preparation and presentation. N f · T h' h ·u , f 1 Also, he reiterated the warning prevailing on the route to the ews or, acsimi ies w ic wi 
The Board members to be re- ment rom 900 to 1909 and was previously given by Vincent E. campus and who mapped out be provided at the ballot-boxes. 
placed are: James W. Farrell, re· (Continued on Page 8) Smith, Philopedian president, an itinerary which failed io The students will b a 11 o t 
tiring president; Nicholas E. that two unexcused absences, af· include any spot northwest of through the remainder of today 
Browne, .Richar~;-D .. _Dow~ing, .. s·:i.:· -:f::f .. p· . , t' ter the first roll call, which will Gilbert:Avenue and Readint and up until 4 o'clock tomorrow 
Edward P. Moulimer, and Joseph 3 · 0 S S be made at the next meeting, Road. afternoon when the poll will 
P. Goodenough. All these have _ • Monday, November 2, will mean close. Results of the vote at Xa-
served _three yea~ terms. . . To Be As.::iigned bei!lg dropped from the organi- vier and at all of the other col-
Spec1al entertamment 1s bemg o zat1on. D d ' c } J leges in the Association will be 
arranged for the meeting. The A c . Smith announced that the com- a s ' u ) announced next week in The Xa-
Saturday program will open w~th t OnVOC3tJOn mittee of officers had selected the 0 • verian News. 
the ~ame to be played at Xavier topic, Resolved: That the United r g a n I z e s With interest waxing high in 
Stad11ll!'1 between the Musketeers --- States should enter the League the coming election, it is expect· 
and Wittenberg College. At the Interviews To Be Con· of Nations for the next debate w •. th Mass ed that a huge number of votes 
half a demonstration is to be The name~ of the members wh~ will be cast in the JCNA poll 
given appropriate to the Home- ducted Tomorrow Af· will clash on the subject were ___ which is the first of its kind ever 
coming occasion. E. Leo Koester not announced however. conducted. 
and Richard D. Downing have etrnoon Between 12 ' Progra1n For Annual The three candidates to be vol· 
been assigned the duty of ar- ,... ed on are Franklin D. Roosevelt, 
ranging the demonstration. Noon And 2:30. Sodality To Dad~ Day ;0.10 Be Dis· Alf M. Landon, and William 
Following the game the tradi· --- cussed; Many Fathers Lemke. 
tional alumni gathering in the Positions on the reportorial Hold Elect'z•OU· To Join. Many conclusions will be 
fteldhouse will be i]eld. Anthony staff of The Xaverian News will drawn from the poll. The stu· 
C. Elsaesser, . cha1rm.an of the be allotted tomorrow afternoon ___ --- dents are expected to determine 
hou.se commi~tee, IS general at a special meeting to be called Members of the Dads Club of whether they prefer planned 
~ha1rmaq of, th1~ event. A s~ak· between the editors and aspiring The run-off in the elections for Xavier University will open their economy on a national scale or 
mg p~ogram to mclude Pr~s1dent reporters. . offices in the Freshman Sodality fall schedule of activity with a on a localized scale with the 
Denms F. Burns, S. J., MaJor Ar· The news editors in the publi· will l)e held at the meeting Mon· Communion Mass and Breakfast, State as the instrument of regi-
thur M. Harper,. Coach Clem F. cations office, Room 55, will con- day in Bellarmine Chapel after Sunday morning, on the Xavier mentation. 
Crowe, Co-Captams Robert Dre· duct interviews between 12:00 Mass. campus. r ~~e po1f is :e obf the 1many a~­
mann a~d Joseph ~,ruse, and and 2:30 with the prospective From the ten students selected The Mass will be celebrated at ivi ies P ann Y t 1.e ~es~it 
J~mes Y"· Fai:rell, retirmg alum- members after the apprenticeship in the preliminary ballot this 9 o'clock in the Bellarmine Chap· ~~ne;e Ne:Wspaper as~oi;mtion 111 
111 president, IS to take place. period which has been held since week, three prefects, a secretary, el. Members of the organization ~· s\year of ~ctivity. The 
1'1!-e ftn~ event on the Home· the publication of the first issue and a .treasurer will be chosen. will occupy the front section of ~!nd~cab~~n of Jrtlcl~ . ha~ .al-
~~m;;:n:~r::~~ i~h!h~~~~:~a~~ Selections will be made fro~ The ten students are: Pa~! ~he .chapel and receive commun- do~e on t~~ s~~ect:~r of 
1
~he e~~l~ 
uate "X" Cl b the reporters :who have worked Beckman, Robert Saxton, Melvm 10n m a ~ody. . Jesuit College all-American team 
u · on The Xaver1an News thus far Tepe, Charles Hughes, Robert Followmg the services they which will be announced at the 
• and special "test" work will be Piening, Robert Inkrot, Edward will go to the University cafeteria close of the football season 
Two XaVIer Students given to those who indicate their Donovan, Joseph Glandorf, Eu- where a special breakfast will be · 
Ar V
• • Of Th f intention to join the staff for the gene Helmick, Timothy Dooley, served. J. B. Moorman, presi- Pltoto Contracts 
e 1Ctim8 e t first time. and Harry Ihlendorf. dent of the organization, will 
___ conduct the short speaking pro- T B S I d 
Robert F. Meyer, arts junior F he JU la ' 'fT ff ld gram after the breakfast. The O • e ett e 
at Xavier University, reported to Qt r 110 U .J. 0 0 purpose of the organization will ---
police Sunday that an overcoat, _ be outlined and the year's pro· Leonard V. Griffith, editor of 
valued at $25 was stolen from his ff:S Jub:lee Celebrat:OU gram of activity given in detail- the 1937 Musketeer, announced 
car parked at Eighth and Plum ill • ill , ill ed form. late Monday that the contract for 
Streets. The occasion will offer the the photographic work in the 
The same night John J. Ster- 1 • . • first opportunity to welcome in· Annual would be placed this 
mer, Jr., pre-medic junior re- The Rev. Thomas A. Nolan, S. Burns, S. J., will preach the JU- to the Dads organization the week. 
ported the theft of a $20 coat from J., emeritus professor of history bilee sermon. · fathers and guardians of stu- Immediately following the 
his parked automobile. Access at Xavier University and mem· Following the Mass, . Father dents who have enrolled in the completion of business negotia· 
to the car was gained by smash· ber of the Alumni Asso~iat~on, No!an. wil! ~e guest of honqr at university for the 1936-37 term. tions arrangements will be made 
ing the glass in the 'window. will observe the golden JUb1!ee a JUb1lee dmner at the Hotel It is expected to add 150 new fo1· taking senior pictures. Un-
of his entry into the Society of Sinton, beginning at 12:30, to members to the Club, which is derclass groups and campus or-
,_ ____________ Jesus on Sunday morning; No- which members of the reverend the youngest of the organizations ganizations will follow. 
vember 1, with Solemn High clergy have been invited. made up of persons affiliated The Staff of the 1937 Muske-
Mass at St. Xavier Church, at 10 A reception for the gene1·al with the University. teer anticipate unprecedented 
o'clock. - public will be held Sunday after· The Rev. Dennis F. Burns, S. J., success for the year book, since 
POSTPONEMENT 
. . Becaue of the funeral Re· 
· . qalem Mus In Bellarmlne 
Cbapel,. tomorrow, the Senior 
Sodallt1 will not hold Its "or· 
) .pntuUon" meetln&' . WI next 
\~~'-" ;':" 
Assisting Father Nolan at the noon from 3 to 5 at the Sinton president of the University, a·nd it will comprise many new fea-
Mass will •be the Rev. John C. Ballroom All friends of Father members of the faculty will at· tures, chief among which is the 
Malloy, S. J., as deacon, and the N 
1 
· . 't d t . . h' . tend the breakf.ast as guests of newly founded R. p. T. C. Unit. 
Rev. Urban H. Killacky, S. J., 0 an a~e mvi e 0 JO~n im 1~ the Club. The gi::oup is sponsor· Within the next fo1·tnight the 
as sub-deacon. celebrating the completion of hllJ ing .a. sch~_l.arsl~.ip for a student Editorial .. and aus!ness . staffs 
. 'J'.he, Rev .. President Dennis . F. fifty. years as ·a Jesuit. . · In the University this year. should be satisfactorily complete. 
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Elaborate Program Is , Propose~ By 
Newly Elected Officers /nan te Cl uh Will Editor Of Sunday Visitor 
Formulate Tentativ:e Select Me m hers • • • 
Schedule For Sodality To Fill Vacancies Proposes Catholic Drive 
Activity. 
Sodality 
A statue of this nature might 
have some effect upon the mass. 
It should at least remind them 
of the God-man, Who came to 
bring spiritual peace and happi-
ness to the souls of men. It 
would remind them that a na-
Attempt Will Be Mad~ BY LEONARD c. GARTNER 
To Join Lecture Tour Those of you who peruse the 
weekly Catholic paper, Our Suli-
deem~d not only the 
of this nation, but 
world. 
inhabitants' ti on, founded on Christian "ideals, 
MEMBERS WILL 
MEET FRIDAY 
of all the will be a just ;,ation, and a hap-
Witb Debate Team day Visitor, are no doubt famil-
. iar with the dr1vc being initiat-
Evidence Guild Work, 
Open Discussion Plan, 
And Other Proposals 
Will Be Considered. 
During Season, ed to erect a sta<tue a·f Christ in 
Washington, D. C. The idea or-
New members will be chosen 
tomorrow morning for the Xa-
vier University Dante Club ac-
cording to an announcement 
made yesterday by Leonard C. 
Gartner, president. 
An energetic attempt to vitalize After the members arc formal-
the Sodality at Xavier University· ly approved by the present mem-
with the fuller elements of Cath- bership, they will be subjected 
olic Action was launched this to a competitive examination to 
week at a meeting of the Senior be conducted by the moderator 
Sodality's newly elected officers and a committee named by the 
which was called by lhe moder- President. 
iginated and was made public 
by Bishop John Francis Noll, D. 
D., editor of the Sunday Visitor. 
The necessity for such a sym-
bolic statue manifests itself daily. 
Further and further is mankind 
as a whole drifting from the 
teachings 9f the Redeemer, fur-
ther not only from His doctrines, 
but even from the ·dictates· of 
conscientious morality. America, 
too, is joining this driftwood. 
Witness the Birth~Control advo-
cates; Communists, Mercy Killing 
specialists, Free Love experts 
and· fostere1·s, obscene pictures 
an.ct literature, crimes and more 
1 
cnmes. . 
The statue of Christ would 
help to re-Christianize the Chris-
tianity which is waning in our 
nation. With Christ as our em- I ator, Rev. C. J. Steiner to form- An unusual number of app!i-
ulate a program of activity for cants for positions in the Dante 
the current scholastic year. Club has been received this 
Now it is being strongly en-
couraged by leaders in the Cath-
olic world. Fr. Daniel Lord, 
commenting in the October 18th 
edition of that paper, states: "Un-
doubtedly Bishop Noll is one of 
the country's great originators ... 
Now, as a challenge to militant 
Communi~m. Bishop Noll has as-
sembled ·a most .. impressive com-
mittee, largely non-Catholic, and 
is enlisting the country in the 
The officers, Leonard C. Gart-
ner, prefect; Paul M. Kelly ,md 
William J. Rielly, assistants, ·~o­
gethcr with Vincent E. Smitl1, 
secretary, and Albert A. Stephan, 
treasurer, will submit their pro-
gram to the approval of the 
members who will convene in 
Room 31 tomorrow morning im-
mediately after the student Mass 
project of creeling a majestic blei;i, we have the E'.ssei:ice of 
figure of Christ in the city of punty, the Esset~ce of Justice •. of 
year. Washington. Grand idea! The I ~hastJty, of .manlmess, of patr10t-
Plans will be broached at the statue wil be made by popular ism._ :America. professes to be a 
meeting, The News learned yes- subscription. so that, like the C:hnsllan nation. That profes-
terday, to co-ordinate the debate Christ of the Andes, this will be s1on, ~owever., !ms gro~n to 
and the Dante trips this year in a gift of the whole people ·of the n:ean llttle. M1lh~n .pay h~ ~er-
a set-up which would, if agreed nation ... " · vice to t.he Christ~an re!tg1_on, 
upon, enable· both organizations ·· . . not knowmg what 1t eJT\bod1es, 
to cover. a wider expanse of ter- .Fa~ ~ny loyal, . pl ac~ical and though, or not practicing in their 
ritory and make the projected pr ~chcmg Catho)Jc . this. enter- daily lives what they profess 
trip to the East whi~h has been pnse should mee~ with mtense, with their lips. 
in Bellarmine Chapel. planned by the debate team. u~alloyed enthus.iasm. What a Such a huge proposed statue 
The arrangement will be sub- tnbute to ou;· Faith it would be would bring the image, glorious 
ject to the approval of both or- t? .have Christ the Leader pre- and inspiring, of Christ before 
ganizations. Many of the mem- s~dmg over the governmental the eyes of the American people. 
hers of the debate team are also city of our country! What. an · 
The resolutions adopted last 
summer at the National Students 
Spiritual Convention in St. Louis 
will be recommended to the Xa-
vier group. 
Social Order fact, according to those who will "Light of the World" is to be ! 









suggest the arrangement,, will 
The resolutions purport to mil- facilitate the execution of the the title of this statue, which 
itate against racial hatred, work plans, should stand some fifty feet in I 
for the establishment of a Chris- heighth. And Light of the world The favorite barber 
tian Social Order, promote a liv- it would and should be, standing I f h C I 
ing wage, study the principles of groups to lecture on Catholic Ac-, ·there before all eyes to gaze up- .o t e ampus I 
th 1 I. I d 1 d tion topics. The various groups on-a Symbol of the highest of .~ '. e papa encyc ica s, an en organized for platform activity manliness, a tribute to Infinite 3757 Mongomery Road j active support to the rehabilita-
tion of American society in vari- will not be distinct. and will n?t ~ustice a11d Mercy, a representa- t 
ous other fields. have sep~rate meetings but will tion of the God-n1an \Vho re- •:•u_0 _ 0 ,._0_u_..,_.,_u_11_u.-.1-t•!• 
be consolidated under the large 
It will be proposed to the mem- scope of Sodality work to be un-
bers that the following proced- dertaken this year. 
ure be adopted for each month The Office of the Blessed Vir-
during the school year: a Mass gin will be recited during the 
and General Communion to be Friday Mass, it was decided. 
held on First Friday after which The Sodality. plans to assist in 
there will be no Sodality convo- the work of the Marian Brigade, 
cation; a talk by the moderator a Catholic youth society organ-
on topics to be selected through ized last summer to combat the 
a question-·box; and an address menace and evils of Communism. 
on the alternate Fridays by a The Catholic Students Mission 
Sodalist who will be prepared to Crusade will also be brought in-
discuss a Catholic Action topic to closer contact with the Sodal-
and who will lead the open-forum ·t d · 
discussion which will follow. I Y urmg the coming year. Of-
ficers will be elected soon to co-
A business meeting, of short operate with Crusade Castle, 
duration, will follow the talk by which is now under the direction 
the moderator during which of Rev. Edward A. Freking, an 
plans for the Sodality advance- alumnus of Xavier University. 
ment will be discussed. 
It is expected that the oppor- Other Colleges _ 
tunities offered to the students A special reviewer is to be ap-
will prepare speakers for the pointed to select items from 
Catholic Evidence Guild which Catholic college newspapers per-
each week sends a representative taining to Sodality activity which 
to the Inquiry Class held down- might be adopted at Xavier. 
town in St. Xavier High School The bulletin-board in the lob-
under the direction of Rev. War· by of the Library Building is to 
ren C. Lilly, s. J., pastor of Bel- be used by the Sodalists to post 
larmine· Chapel. information about the future ac-
tivities of the group and about 
Militancy the work being done in other 
Another behefit which was schools. I 
IT'S A CLE:.VEi::l 
WAY OF BLENDING 
"TOBACCO TO GET 









AND HIS ORCHESTRA 
Make a date NOW to hear the 
sweetest, swlnglest music ever 
played. Society's favorite orchestra, 
and other smart entertainment, now 
oppeorlng nightly In Cincinnati's 
gayest supper club, 
No cover charge, minimum check St 
($2 on Saturday, holiday eves). Daric· 
Ing nightly and Saturday al luncheon 
In the Restaurant Contlnentate. 
Better make your reservations now. 
<?~~~ 
NETHERLAND PLAZ.A 
W. 0. Seelbach, ManageJ' 
800 Rooms, minimum rate $3 ~ 
National Hotel Mana9em•nt 
Co., Inc. Ralph Hitz. Pre•· 
cited by the officers was that it After a lengthy discussion on 
would interest the student speak- the question of assessing dues, it 
ers in militant Catholicism and was finally agreed that it should 
be a source of information to the be suggested to each member to 
other members who do not wish pay five cents per meeting to 
to take part in the oratorical cover the cost of subscribing to 
program. the Queen's Work and to defray 
HERE~ WHY THERE~ NO OTHER TOBACCO LIKE PRINCE ALBERT:; P.A. IS CHOICE 
MELLOW TOBACCO -"CRIMP CUT" FOR COOLNESS-WITH THE 11BITE11 REMOVED BY. 
SPECIAL PROCess: IT~ THE LARGEST-SELLING TOBACCO. -
According to the plans laid at the expenses of establishing a Ji. 
the meeting, the Soda!ity speak- brary of the topics to be treated 
ers will work toward the devel- in the Sodality discussions. 
opment of a group to lead in the The meetings will be presided 
Street-Preaching Work which over by Prefect Gartner and will 
will be inaugurated shortly by be conducted according to par-
t~e D!ocesan aut~oi:ities in Cin- llamentary law. Heretofore, the 
cmnat1. .This activity wo~ld be fact that the meetings were held 
col~ateral to that of the Evidence in Bellarmine Chapel .restricted 
Guild ~nd operated along the the participation of the students 
same. Imes. in the business, except that con-
It 1s also p!an_ned to organize ducted outside the meeting which 
from the ~odall~y a Speakers' has the nature of drives and 
Bureau which :-v~n. furnish stu- charity' entertainment by. · the 
dent orators to c1v1c and parish members. ' · 
IN THE WORLD. AND SWELL FOR ''MAKI N'S" CIGARETTES. 
SMOKE 20 PIPEFULS. OF P. A. AT OUR RISK 
Smoke 20 fragrant pipeful1 of Prince Albert. If you don't find it th• mellow-
est, ta1tiest pipe tobacco you ever •moked, return the pocket tin with the 
reet of the tob•cc:o in it to 1.11 at any time•within a month from tWa At ..... 
we will refund full purehaae price, plu• polta•e· 
PRtNliE"ALiERT; 
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Evidenc.e 
To 
G •1d Bensen, Vincent Beckman, Albert IR o T c M b S • . IT F S I Ul Stephan, ~lbert. Salem, Leonard \.. • • • em ers urvive WO ormer tuc ents 
Gartner, Kim Darragh. 111 Undertakina Work 
I t This year the Guild Speakers F • . t w •it E • t • · e naugura e intend to have regul~r meeti':1gs U S rt en Xllmina ions . -. - . 
here at school, beside sending x George A. Vitt, a fo1mer stu-
seaSOll Friday someone down to the High dent at Xavier, is now identified School every Thursday night. First writ·ten examinations of definition than this: "A custom with the Vitt and Stermer Fun-
The purpose is to discuss, pro- the year were held this week for is an unwritted law in the army era! Co., where he is serving as 
'Meetings To Be Held 
Both Here And At St. 
Xavier High School 
Downtown. 
The Evidence Guild, one of the 
major divisions and activities of 
the Senior Sodality, will inaug-
urate formal organization at the 
Sodality meeting Friday morn-
ing. 
Last year this division was the 
most constant and energetic of 
the Sodality groups. Each week 
a speaker was sent down to Xa-
vier High School on Thursday 
evenings to address the Guild as-
sembled down there. There were 
seven speakers in all, among 
whom were Arthur Volek, a 
graduate, Vincent Smith, Edward 
• 




A clean taste-a clear 
throat-what a joy 
when you wake up In 
the morning I You'll be 
thankful that lost eve-
ning you chose~ light 
!!!!.22~Luckies. 
pound, familiarize oneself with members of the R. o. '!'. c. Pa- that is generally done as a law." 1. . 1. Catholic Doctrine, Catholic mar- pers submitted by students show- A clear concise and original defi- an appren ice prior to enrol mg 
dlity, the Catholic viewpoint on nition. in the Cincinnati College of Em-
trends and events of today. ed an unusually comprehensive Another reserve officer of the balming. 
Last week, although the Guild understanding of the matter. In future wrote: "The components Richard G. Reichle, a graduate 
division was not yet formally fact some of the answers given of the army are, "Private, car- of the class of 1935, is now em-
organized, Leonard .Gartner, arts have been preserved as outstand- para!, lieutenant, second and ployed by the J. J. Gilligan & 
senior, addressed the assembly first, se1'geant, captain, major and 
downtown. His topic was the ing examples of just how far the major general. Preserved officers Sons Co., undertakers. 
Immortality of the Soul. officers-to-be have progressed are entitled to a salute." To see 
Tonight Edward Kennedy, arts since September. some of the reserve officers on ====:_========~:Jllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll==============_U juni r, will speak downtown on Distracted p rhaps by the im- duty, one would hardly call them D A N C E 
a topic which he has not yet dis- ages the word "social" called to well preserved, would one? 
closed. mind, one cadet \11isely explain- de~:r l~~li~;~r~~~t~~ f~,~~~n:~t s;~~ At The 
TEACHER eel, "A Lieutenant-Colonel of the better of him when he wrote, WESTWOOD TOWN HALL 
army is introduced socially as "The purpose of discipline is to 
Robert L. Otto, staff writer of Mr. B. of the Navy.'" It is not conspire confidence in the sol- Every Wednesday Night 
The Cincinnati Post, is instructor difficult to determine where one diers." 
of journalism at the downtown student left his mind wander OI course all answers were not =-· DUKE SCHUMANN === 
division of Xavier University when he wrote: "Discipline is as good as these. Some prosaic - And His Ten Piece Orchestra 
and at Our Lady of Cincinnati distilled in the soldiers ... " Per- students merely answered the :: ' -
College where he is also moder- haps he was thinking of the Mil- question with no ado. It is ~aid I§ PARK PLAN § 
ator of The Edgecliffe, student I itary Ball. they have passed the examma- c c 
publication. Aristotle could give no better tion. 5 llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllii 
- It's a Liq ht Smoke! 
_Jo feel good after smoking -
It's not just the pleasure a fellow gets out of 
smoking Lucky Strikes ... it's fieling good after 
smoking! Fresh as a daisy. A clean taste in 
your mouth. And when you start singing in 
your bath-your voice clear as a bell! That's 
the great thing about a light smoke. Lucky 
Strikes-being made from the ~nest center-
/ea/tobaccos-taste good. And because they're 
a light smoke, you feel good smoking them. 
And after smoking them, too! 
* * NEWS FLASH! * * 
"Sweepstakes" bring pleasure 
to war veterans 
Prom a veterans' ho1ne inL.;,gion, Texas, 
a number of entries all in the same ha·nd-
writing come Jn each week. Of course 
we checked up to make sure that the 
enuies conformed to the rules, and one 
of the men explained: "Most of the boys 
can't get around-but I do and so I fill 
out their cards for them.'' 
We're glad to say that the boys have 
been pretty good pickers, too. 
Have yo11 entered yet? Have you won 
your delicious Lucky Srrikes? Tune in 
"Your Hit Parade" - Wednesday and 
Saturday evenings. Listen, judge, and 
compare the tunes - then try Your 
Lucky Strike "Sweepstakes." And if 
you're not already smoking Luckies, buy 
a pack today and try them, too. Maybe 
you've been missing something. You'll 
appreciate the advantages of Luckies-a 
LightSmoke ofricb,ripe·bodied tobacco. 
afit& 
OF· RICH, RIPE-BODIED~BACCO - "IT'S TOASTED" 
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THEXAVERIAN.NE.WS ruins of 1929 to find the roots of the.trou· ble. Various dicta on "the business cycle" 
and the centralization of wealth have YOU SAi D IT ATHLETICS Published weekly from September 
to June by the· students of Xavier 
University from their offices in Room 
56, of the Biology Building. Phone 
JEfferson 3220. 
Subscription: Per Year $1.00 
been articulated time and again in the · 
editorial and feature sections of the news· 
paper. Such messianic figures as Father 
BY JIM HAUSMAN 
Coughlin, Huey Long, Dr. Townsend, and · 
even Mr. Roosevelt himself have appear· Not That, Frank/-
ed upon the horizon, each insisting that Xavier lost another game 
AT UNIVERSITY . 
)INnhcr, .Jesuit colle1<e N•w•iiRPcr A .. oclntlon, he was the man of the hour to save Kucia is the man they blame 





scholarly journals, however, has there Here is just the way it was: 
ll<lllor .......................................... v1sc•:s•r •1• ll)llTH been a patent attempt to explode these Xavier losin' 12 to 6 
D••ln••• lllu1111<•r ................................ LEO c. l'OET buoyant theories and bare the real direc· Cummins stands way back and kicks 
)lnnu,.ln1< i:illtor•: . JOSEl'H R. KRUS•: mg orces w ic convu sed usmess and en ers quarter drops the ball l RAY)IOND J, KEMBLE t' f h' h 1 b ' C t ALBERT A. STEPHAN agriculture. (Hasn't caught one since last fall) 
Sew• 1:d1tom ......... J~~~,~~RJ' .~· ~~:~~r,~ The causes lie entirely in the rude cri· TF?.en the ball begins to roll WITH THE XAVIER Musketeers 
1noDERT i,·, GRONEllAN teria upbuilt in modern times for apprais· mally stops ·behind their goal 
pons o•cONNon ing the fruits of education. For a disre· Kucia merely nas to stop away to their best start in years 
copy Editor•' ........... l ~~~~8E1:?f k ~~Jbv~,IAs gard of medieval norms which· demanded And upon. that pigskin drop and the prospects bright for a season's 
Sporto Editor ...................... BOllERT E. cmrn1N.~ a liberal course of study as the be-all of But instead he stops to think fecord of 9 wins and 1 loss, we cannot 
t'ei 
1 
Edit . I RICH.urn w. NORRl8 education is clearly the raison d'etre 'of Then goes back to get a drink et the opportunity pass of saying a few 
' ure • on. ....... ROllERT '·· smTH all current political ferment and social Game was over while he dozed words about the satisfying way in which 
l 
HAIIRY WJo:INOARTNt:R unrest. The twentieth century created a Now poor Frank is indisposed. the athletic department has conformed· 
AHHlMtuntR: ..................... ~ELIX n. SHEPLEY to the expansion of the Un1'vers1'ty 
,1Ac1• A. JONEil new school of thought which revamped ' 
man's attitude toward study and his out- Herbert- In no season of the past have the Mus· 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 22, 1936 look on life. While critics like Ruskin keteers had the opportunity of bringing 
and Arnold propagandized for a return THERE ISN'T A MAN in the world that the spirit of ~avier before the public as 
to culture, the great bulk of men were I pity more than Herbert. When Her- they have this year. The broadcasting, 
Chestertori-
ONE CANNOT JUSTLY or accurately or appropriately appraise a great 
man in cold lines of type; only ·within 
one can a great character be truly esti-
mated. When that estimat,1 is put into 
words, it loses its vitality ;md hence its 
worth. Such is the difficulty that has 
confronted those who would pa'y homage 
to Gilbert Keith Chesterton through the 
written word; such is the difficulty which 
confronts us. Still, we cannot ignore the 
passing of such an outstanding literary 
figure, a man who is accepted as "one of 
England's five poets." 
revolting even more sharply from the bert and I were kicked out of grade school the formation of the Junior Xavier Club 
past and lauding the practical education together, he was sent to• an exclusive pd· with its four-times-a-week broadcast over 
at the expense of crushing the liberal. vate ·academy. WSAI, the system of ticket distribution 
History took on the aura of folklore, gen- His vocabulary was so small that he was which is without equal in any college in 
erally, and in schools where it retained forced to spend most of his time writing the country-all have added' greatly to 
a place in the curriculum, it was so wide· definitions and synomyns. As a result he the renascence of Xavier athletics. 
ly discredited by bitter professors that it became what medical science' terms a Freed from the shackles of the Ohio 
lost its force in shaping the thought of its chronic synonymae, that is, he thought and Conference, the football team can now 
students. The same is true of philosophy spoke in synonyms. advert its attention tci newer and higher 
which has been so wrecked and devalu- I remember the day he came to tell me fields of athletic endeavor. Anyone who 
ated that except in the Catholic schools, that Martha Twig had refused his proposal knew of Xavier or about Xavier also 
it ceased to be even an elective. The of marriage. I asked him to tell me all. knew that during recent years the Con· 
classics, of course, have long since been "To make a long story concise, brief ference had been a positive hindrance to 
shunted off the "prescribed" list. quickly terminated or short," he began'. to th~ f?o~ball tea~ b~ .seeking to en· 
The modern university, thus, instead of "last night I went to Martha's home, house force its 'little time trammg rules which 
dictating inexora,bly as it' should has or dwelling and asked her: 'Martha will would result_in putting a team on the 
catered to popular tastes for the ~rac- you be my wife, helpmate, life comp~·nion field which was in -no .condition for a 
tical and disowned its ideals and tradi- or partner in lawful wedlock?' game. ·<How could Xavier have safely· 
tions. Obsessed with the idea of material "She answered, 'Absolutely not, definite· met such a team as Transylvania with 
values and educated along those same ly in the negativ~, or -- no! It was all only a f~w ~ays of .practice as the Con· 
lines, the present-day student has machin- because of this terrible manner of speak· ference, in ~ts typically haughty way, 
Chesterton wrote so much and so well, 
was so interesting a story-teller and so 
versatile a controversialist, so lucid a 
stylist and so masterful a poet that we 
are apt to appraise him by his works. No 
more serious mistake could be made. 
Chesterton was first of all a man, living, 
vital personage who liked to laugh and 
to see others laugh, He was a whole· 
souled man who enjoyed the pleasures of 
life without becoming attached to them. 
Because he was a great and lovable man, 
because there was nothing mean or nar-
row or bitter ab.out him, because he put 
himself into his works, in short because 
he was G. K., he wrote such inspiring and 
masterful books. 
The master of the Paradox was a living 
master of its effectiveness. Always good-
natured and jovial, even in controversy 
w.ith those who attacked him most relent· 
lessly, G. K. was intensely serious about 
the one thing that counted, living Cath· 
olicism. When he laughed most uproar-
iously, he was most dangerous. 
Chesterton was a fearless fighter who 
· directed the Catholic resurgence in Eng-
lish-speaking countries. He, together 
with Hilaire Belloc, ·cleared the way for 
the dsing gene1·ation of Catholic writers· 
he lived to see the effect of his own work' 
so vigorous was his pen. As Peter Bello~ 
says in the August Blackfiar's, "He. has 
left behind him a small band of men 
whose joint income.s could not buy one 
acre of Oxford Street, but whose courage 
will one day (please God) i·eclaim the 
Western world to the true responsibilities 
of the Christendom he loved 'so well. Had 
he neither lived nor written, this band 
of men would never have existed." 
What Chesterton's uHimate influence 
will be we cannot even guess. He will 
live on in his works-as an example of 
faith and charity and humility which did 
nothing to dim the brilliance of his in· 
tellect. The respect ·he commanded in 
intellectual circles is proof that a man 
can be a Catholic and think; in fact, to 
think clearly, Chesterton would aver, one 
must be a Catholic. 
Aspil'ing Catholic writers cannot do 
justice to their great leader (he is still 
their leader), but they do know in their 
hearts and minds what he means to them. 
And by knowing him intimately, they 
will mature in wisdom and goodness. 
Life's darkest moment: life. 
The Roota Of The Trouble-
FROM THE AVALANCHE of books on the causes Of economic ills, no evi• 
dence can be had that political observers 
have as Yet spaded far enough into .the 
ated the economic unrest through con- ing, conversing or corresponding vocally would have it do?) .. 
tinued hunger for wealth and complete in synonyms. . ' However, Xavier should become Iden· 
neglect of the arts which are the only "This is the end, termination or conclu· tilled with some league. Whether it la 
avenues to right living. If the school sion," he said. · ·Before I could stop him the Buckeye or the Southeastern time 
had adhered to its old but effective stan- he took a gun from his coat. pocket and alone can determine. But it should hook 
dards, if culture would never have been shot himself. As I held him in my arms up with one of the near·by Conferences 
dimmed by a false conception of the pur- I could see that he was trying to say some· where its fine performances on the grid· 
pose of life, the wild speculation which !hing, · His words were barely: "Farewell, iron can compete for a tangible goal with 
begat the depression could never have adieu, goodbye or-." He was dead. other equally splendid teams. 
existed. Too much accent on 'the prac- "May his soul rest in peace in heaven," That is one of the benefits to be looked 
tical is readily the underlying cause of I murmured, and without thinking added, for in the upward swing of Xavier ath· 
the cunent financial debility which ac- "<,1bode of God, Elysium, or eternal re· letics. 
cent is the natural res~lt of the insur- ward 0 f good." Another is the scheduling of a game 
gence of ~1odern education. with the University of Cincinnat' 
Tl~e proJec.t of reconstru~tion ~hoilld be Here and now it might be iterat1~ that 
ap~10ac.hed ·~ these considerations. The College World there is a dangerously wrong opinion cir· 
un1ver~1~y of its nature should formulate . culating through the city about this pro• 
the spmt a.nd .tho~ght of the community , BY ROBERT ff, FOX jected game. · 
and not shift its ideals according to the · · · 
whims of the masses. The task before . Whe~ ev~ryth~ng is boiled down, there 
it is to restore. libei·a1 education to its THE PRESS IS FREE! the college is ?0 th.mg m ~·~her of the two schools 
rightful, exclusive position in lile, to 1 press is free! This is not an official which is. recalcitrant to the other. Both 
counteract the airy notion that material publication of Ohio Northern University ~re plar.mg football for the· same solid 
things are the natural objects of man's but an official publication of its student Ieasons, and these reaso!l~ should brln& 
desires. Such a cl;lange is necessary if body. So resounds the trumpet cry of them together. on the gr1d1ron. 
the moribund arts and litel'atures are to the Northern Review of Ohio Northern . ~ere at Xavier we have no patent pre• 
be revived. Such a change is the onJY University. . . . ~- Judice ag~i~st U. c. We respect the Bear• 
means of stamping out the weird. idea A stupendous adolescence on the cam· cats. ~e thmk they have a fine ball club. 
that life, at best, is a time for the accum- pus is responsible for the inroads of Com· We thmk that they were.the victims of 
ulation of wealth. If the change can be muni.Sm into the student bodies of so a few bad breaks in their first three 
brought about, man's greed will abate man:.\ American colleges. Let the col· games and that they are now definitely 
and the spirit of his life will be convert- lege mai1, says the Maroon of New Or· hea~ed ~or a succes~ful s~ason. We will 
ed from that of fear and unrest into that leans, take on some of the thinking char· be 1~ ~1ppert Stadium as many of the 
of an .abiding peace in all realms of en- acteristics of maturity. , . • remammg games as poss~ble cheering for 
deavor. We note a movement to bring the ·radio the boys who are seeking to bring great• 
The modern university has failed be· directly into the college sphere, especially er glory to our fair city. We are confi• 
cause it has regarded man as a machine in the west. St. Thomas of St. Paul is dent that they will. . 
o.rdained to become engrossed with prac- presenting a weekly program over KSTP. A game between Xavier and Cincinnati 
tical values. But man is obviously ex- Loyola of Los Angeles· presents a week· would be a source of mutual and num· 
i~tent for ~he non·ma~erial. He has a de- ly program over KFWB. The Minnesota erous benefits. lt would make the city a 
cided affinity for the intellectual, to read, college press association also is running football town, showing the "Same enthlil· 
to stu~y, to think, to write, to worship a weekly broadcast. · . · · iasm for the grid teams as it ahow~ lut 
according to the dictates of his heart. He Philosophy and social order in the pa· year when the Reds were going at top 
should value the arts far more highly pal encyclicals will be the subject of dis· speed. . · . · 
than the practical things, and he should cussion af the American Catholic Philo· There seems, however, .to be the. atti· 
value the spiritual far more highly than sophical Association meeting in New Or- ~ude that student fights would be precip· 
the arts. leans in December ... Preparations-are 1tated by the game. That of coune ls a 
From a release received in The Xa-
verian News offices we learn that a Mr. 
Youngblood has been appointed to the 
federal board on the N. Y. A. We gue1B 
that Dr. Townsend will try to. counter 
with Barney Oldfield. 
. The freshmen have now been absorbed 
in the campU8 activity, and the 1opho-
mores ~11refutt11 concealed. their identit11 
b11 ac!mg a& t~e · -11earlinga them1eh1e1 
when it came to enforcing the. rules, 
being made by the Catholic School Press foolish attitude because of the very na· 
for an exhibit at the World Catholic ture of education. If the .students are so 
Press Conference in the Vatican City pugnacious, they certainly should' not 
this year ... The president of the Uni· come to university. If they could not.en· 
versity of Texas ·advises every ·student visare· the huge benefits of the game to 
to learn to be a good loafer ... A crim· their respective teams they should not 
inology class at Syracuse University in· be rooting for that team. 
vestigated dancing aptitudes. They found With the advancement of the Univer· 
that_ll)orons have an abnormally devel· sity's athletics, we are confident that the 
oped sense of rhythm . . . DePauw con· much sought game will be played within 
ducted a campus survey of small talk. the next few year.. As fal' u-we can 
Eavesdrop~ers reported that discussion of see the only obstacle that ls to be found 
the opposite ~ender dominated all stu· .LI that it would be lmpouible to ftnd a 
dent conversation and topics of. the world stadium large ~nough.t~· hold. the cifowd. 
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Deadline For Rhodes in accordance with the Rhodes of the testator. ,.However the ex-will which explains: "a good un- ceptional progress made by the derstnnding between England, Rhodes Scholars in the fields of . Oh.Say 
Can You See??? Scholarship. N 
Germany, and the United States Art, Literature, and Slatesman-
e a rs will secure the peace of the ship has amply justified the world, and educational relation- dreams of Mr. Rhodes. 
ships form the strongest lies." Mr. Fellinger urged all candi-
A DRAMATIC CRITIC, if any . one, should know that the 
public can't b(! o/ow~beaten into 
seeing a show or patronizing a 
It is interesting to note that since dales to file their applications 
Nove1nber 7, Set For cate;. (cl Recommendation of the the probation of the will in 1902, early with Joseph c. Little, Esq., 
President of the Unive1·sity; (d) the Great War involving the 1759 Union Trust Bldg., Cleve-
Fi\n al· Applications; a transcript of the candidate's three countries named took place land. Examinations will take 
college record, and (e) a con- defeating the primary purpose place early in December. 
All Requirements Are 
Noted. 
nected account of activities and F;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
intellectual interests of the can-
didate. ·~ showhouse. The question of barn· boozllng and · ballyhooing is 
doubtful, and here beside the 
point. But brow•beating. Never. 
One of the local critics seems to 
have· forgotten this,-if he ever 
knew it. He's all bet up over 
the slim attendance at Lady Pre· 
clollS Stream. He certainly tried 
enough ballyhoo, and we think, 
too, a bit of bamboozling. But 
it seems not to have worked. 
And then he got all het up and 
tried to take ·it out on Mr. and 
Mrs. Publix. It's not the first 
time he's strutted around, trying 
to bulldose Theatregoers. 
Applications of candidates for 
Rhodes Scholarships to Oxford 
University must be received by 
Mr. Joseph C. Little, Secretary 
of the Ohio Selection Committee 
by November 7, 1936, according 
to an announcement by Mr. Ray 
J. Fellinger, Registrar, this week. 
The communication also stated 
.that the following must accom· 
pany each application: (a) three 
photographs; (b) Birth Certifl-
ROOTER? It is our opinion that he should have vent his disappointment on 
either himself or the theatre 
management. Whether dishon- Pat Donovan, sophomore 
estly or ignorantly, we know not end, is definitely not hard 
-we hope Ignorantly-he· has headed. 
ballyhooed some pretty shoddy After the excitement actu· 
pieces In times past. Maybe it ated by Ray Neary's sensation-
was 'loyalty to valiant . efforts in al run had died down, Pat was 
legit. But we really think that discovered draped over the 
the loyalty of a critic should go dugout. 
Rhodes Scholars must be citi-
zens of the United States, tm· 
married, and 'between the ages 
of 19 and 25. Further, they must 
have completed their sophomore 
year at a recognized University. 
Cecil John Rhodes, founder of the 
Scholarship, designated in his 
will the following qualities as 
the basis of selection: 
(a) Literary and scholastic 
ability and attainments. 
( b) Qualities of manhood, 
truth, courage, devotion to diity, 
sympathy, ,kindliness, unselfish-
ness, and fellowship. 
(c) Exhibition of moral force 
of character and of instincts to 
lead, and to take an interest in 
his schoolmates. 
(d) Physical vigour, as shown 
by interest in outdoor sports or 
in other ·ways. Physical vigour 
is an essential qualification, but 
athletic prowess is of less im-
portance than the moral quali-
ties developed in playing out-
door games. 
Each year 117 awards are made 
to students in British colonies, 
Germany, and the United Slates 
first to the public, and then may- It seems that Pat, like many 
be to the management and the others unused to the concrete 
producer. Undoubtedly, too, roofed dugout employed as a 
honest effo)."ts are made to get a bench at Wesleyan, jumped 
good schedule of plays for the up In a dither and rapped his 
season, but· we're inclined to conk on the roof. When Ton'y D p • 
think that some . of the booking Comello discovered him he 0 0 r r I z . e 
has been very stupid. And as was cold as a mackerel. 
far as our observations and mem- When Interviewed, his only All • Of 
ory 'serve, the public has a right statement was: "Huh?" r act I 0 n 
to be a. little suspicious of the ·-------------' 
pookings, especially the early X Club D 
season bookings, at this particu- Two ·Addi.ti·ons • ance 
Jar theatre. The early season 
shows haven't carried very much 
weight, and a doubtful play isn't A r e Recei· ved 
helped . very much. by being.. · 
weighted down with ballyhoo. B T 
You see, after the _fourth or fifth · y avernerS 
attempt of such trickery-maybe 
a little before that-we, the peo· 
ple of these United States, catch Selecti"on Of Th; .. d New 
Farasey Named To Head 
Dance Committee For 
Homecoming Affair 
On November 7th. 
on; and . having caught, we take aa 
in· three movies instead, and in Member Delayed By Since its announcement last 
addition, the first act of the tam· week in the News, the novel 
Ing of the ballyhooing critic, Patrons; Union House guessing contest to be held in 
which is a good comedy, though connection with the Homecoming 
it doesn't seem to get to the last To Be New Hotne. Dance after the Wittenberg game 
act, ever--or as yet. Who should- on November 7, has attracted un-
n't rather spend 50 cents on a usual interest on the campus, ac-
sure movie than 157 cents on a Having received two of the cording to Jim Farasey, dance 
doubtful play? three new members, Taverners committee chairman. · 
And truly, we think we think have decided to postpone recep· Entries can be turned in any-
a bit more of the Cincinnati ti?n of t~e third. Whether he time between now and game 
theatre public for not flocking will .be inducted at the next time on November 7, to Farasey, 
.. to Lady Precious Stream. We me~t~ng or not depends on the who stated that all guesses of 
. don't mean to criticise the play. dec.1S1on the patrons of the Mer- the exact minute and quarter in 
Personally we liked It, even at maid reach. which the first touchdown of the 
1.57. But ·amongst the press- Taverners have definitely de· game is s<;ored must be in writ-
agenting a few ideas and figures cided to take over a room on the ing. 
stuck way out: It was bizarre; ground floor of the Union House The committee is offering an 
we're not saying, yet that isn't for their permanent quarters. attractive door prize to the per· 
very high recommendation; like Due to the necessity of renova- son present at the dance whose 
a procelain piece; there's not tion the room will not be ready guess is closest to the minute of 
many people interested in porce· until the latter ·part of Novem· the first score. 
lain: like a Japanese print; that's ber. Meanwhile meetings will Plans for appropriate Home· 
better, but little-far from home be held in the temporary quar- coming decorations and novel· 
for, the. theatre public, who after ters in the Union Hotel. ties are being developed by the 
all is. interested in one of the The next meeting of the Tav· committee who will also an· 
~ighest creative arts .and a high ern will be held next Wednes- nounce their selection of a pop-
mterpretative art, and not much day night. The two new mem· ular orchestra sometime this 
in minors, like porcelain and Jap- hers are on the boards for the week. 
anese prints and the extremely evening. All present-day Musketeer 
fanciful. The public doesn't for- gridiron heroes will be present at 
get some performances, doubtful RADIO ANNOUNCER. the dance, and an attempt is be-
or even notorious, played up as ing made to introduce former 
modern Hamlet's and Tempest's. Charles R. Koch is studying luminaries in Xavier sports his· 
Some of us got a good crawfull preparatory to entering the tory to the da~cers .. 
of Lovely Lady, and a good belly· broadcasting field. He plans to The dance will climax. t~e day 
full of Sailor, Beware, and a fair· become identified soon ,with the annuallY: devoted t.o Xav~e1 grad-
ly. good nose-full of Mulatto. Get Crosley Radio Corporation. ua~es with 11;lumm elections, 1·e-
that· out of the Publix anatomy. -:::::::;:::::;:::::;:::::;:::::;:::::;:::::;:::::;:::::;::::::::;:::::; union luncheons, and the Xavier· 
~hen authentic plays and play- " Wittenberg football game. 
ers come, Cincinnati does fairly 
well and seats are at a premium; 
when there are only doubtfuls or 
disgracefuls, we c~ find some-
thing in the movies. 
Not that·we are coming to the 
assistance of Cincinnatus' repu· 
tation for· culture (in a guise of 
artine~usually). We have no 
more ·sympathy for such reputa-
tions•· than ·for the reputations 
for ·cu1ture bued on Dr; Potter's· 
atandard' of ·library loans. Ind!· 
viduala. ,incline to a11nlnity; ·Mr. 
and-Mn. ·Publix, ·never; Well, 
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COACH. CLEM CROWE SHUFFLES LINEUP· 
One Yca1· Ago Today: Xavier 
Jost n 7-0 heart-breaker to Mis-
sissippi State, conquerors of Ar-
my and Alabama. State barely 
shoved the ball over for its 
marker. 
PAGE SIX 
Inside "Dope" On Grid· 
men Revealed In Inti· 
mate Surromuling Of 
Bus Full Of Maniacs. 
BY BOB CUl'\ThllNS 
(Sports Editor) 
The Xaverian News 
s p 0 R T s 
CINCINNATI, OHIO, THURSDAY, OCTOBER 22'. 1936 
££) ~OTOw'SKI 
CENTE!e 
Three Years Ago 
0
Toclay: Xa:vier 
dropped a close one, 6-o to Cen-
tre College's Praying Colonels.· 
The Musketeers played before. an 
enthusiastic Homecoming crowd. 
Russ And Robers. Sent 
To Guards; ·Schaefer, 
Schumann And Silla 
Also Shifted. 
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MuSketeers Trip Up Bishops 13 to 6 
Two Startling Thrusts 
In Second Period 
Bring Crowemen 
"Sweet" Victory. 
BY JACK MACKEY 
·Wasn't there a question raised, 
·some time ago, as to whether 
Xavier could stand such "strong" 
competition as was offered in the 
Buckeye Conference? Hazily, we 
remember some such argument 
arisiilg a few seasons ago when 
it was rumored that Xavier was 
about to desert the Ohio Confer-
ence and seek tougher opposition 
in a stronger loop. 
:--~~~~~~~~~~.' . vier. Second half: even. 
WHADDYATHINK 
By J. & J. Fogbaus 
I As you see, Mr. Fern was not 
1 a student of Wesleyan. He re-
. cognized Neary's good work, but 
1 tl~en that wasn't hard to recog-
'---------------! 111ZC. 
,Presenting for the first time in George Bitzer, Chillicothe, O. 
the glorious .and debt covered Pre-game choice: Wesleyan. Best 
history of the "News," a man-in- quarter: third. Outstanding play-
the-street-interview. We weren't er for Wesleyan: Hagaman. Out-
exactly in the street but had sev- standing player for Xavier: Cum-
mins. 
eral offers to be put there. Per- There are two schools of 
~aps you won',t care for the ques- thought on the question of the 
lions or the answers, but on the 
other hand perhaps you haven't most outstanding player on Wes-
been in Delaware, cold, hungry, leyan. One group gives the hon-
and interrogating strangers who or lo Halfback Hagaman; the 
other faction claim the laurels 
were busily engaged pushing for that man in the white shirt. 
roast beef, etc., down the old Mr. Bitzer named Cummins as the 
esophagus, or otherwise engaged. least punchy Xavier man, 
We're off: Blair Ritterspach- This enlightening ma.tcrial was 
Oak Park, Ill. No choice of compiled only after we had 
team~. Best quarter: third. Of- trudged through drenched stands 
ficials: Good. Public address crowded restrants and freshman 
system: poor. Best for Wesleyan: mixers. If the summary which 
Hageman (No. 16). Best for Xa- we are about to give clears up 
vier: Darragh (No. 31). Most the story of the game for you we 
thrilling play: Cummins' 23 yd. will at least feel that all has' not 
touchdown run. (Got this lad as been in vain. 
he was leaving, where, we are s ummary: Best quarter: first, 
not saying. A fine fellow who' second, third, or fourth. Wes-
didn't even swing on us.) leyan's outstanding player: Hag-
Vir,ginia Mantle-Painsville, 0. <;iman alias Mr. Wesleyan. Offi-
Student at Wesleyan. Pre-game cials: fair. (Some think the on-
ever, this year Ohio Wes}eyan, choice: Xavier. Best quarter: ly thing fair about them was 
with the prospects of a fine team fourth. Most thrilling play: Cum- their complexion.) Public address 
and a successful season, booked mins' six point jaunt. Officials: system: a hoarse whisper. Xa-
Xavier, the reason being whis· good. Public address system: vier's outstanding player: Nebel, 
pered that George Gauthier, poor. Cummins, Farasey, Kucia, Kruse, 
coach of Ohio Wesleyan, figured (This was the kind of a gal Neary or Clem Crowe. Pre-
the Muskies as weak this season who could have said that her game choice:: Xavier or Wesley-
and his own team strong. A vie- choice was Puckering Valley U., an. Afler game choice: blond or 
tory for Wesleyan would settle and look good. It was at this brunette. · 
But not until this year was 
Xavier given the chance to prove 
its caliber against a Buckeye 
Conference team. Musketeer of-
ficials, trying to contact the Con-
ference schools for a game, .were 
given the pass-by, as it seemed 
·that none. of the schools wished 
to risk the prestige of the league 
in going against Xavier. How-
the old question for good. point' that our waning interest in 
So, last Saturday, the Crowe- interviews began to rise.) 
men traveled up to Delaware to "Doc"· Schift'-Cin. Ohio, Stu-
tackle the Buckeye member. And dent at Ohig State: Pre-game 
the outcome you know by now, choice: Xavier. Best for Xavier: 
but the 13-7 score 'by which the Cummins. Public address sys-
Musketeers won hardly indicates tern: poor. 
the superiority which Xavier dis- (Although "Doc" picked X he 
·played ·over the Buckeye Bish- didn't exactly shout about it with 
Crowen1en 
Sing On Way 
To Delaware 
ops in regard to offensive power. all those Wesleyan soys around. (Continued from Page 6) 
No Comparison Personally we never let a.nyone in front of an edifice which looks 
In the first half, there was ab· get behind us either.) . strangely familiar-in fact I 
solutely no comparison between 1".'ildred Feldhaus -:- Norwo.od, think we passed it three limes-
the attacks of the two teams. On Oh!O. Pi·e-ga~e chmce: Xavier. these cab drivers certainly all 
the offense, Xavier ran rings Best for Xavier: Farasey (No. business-all work and no play 
around the fast, but clumsy Del- 30). Best quarter: first. Never makes jack-brisk walk back to 
aware boys, while the Muskie doubted the outcom.e. hotel for breakfast-orange juice 
forward wall held like cement (From the way this young lady (with real ornnge in it), steaks, 
against the futile thrusts of the spoke you would have thought toast, coffee, good looking wail-
red-clad opponents. that she knew Farasey. She resses-checking out-Delaware 
Wesleyan wisely took to the would not admit this however.) -(swish) that was Xenia-atmo-
. air after seeing that nothing Jack Fuller, Delaware, Ohio, sphere quieter-a tenseness, ex-
could ·be done on the ground student at Ohio State. Pre-game pectancy. 
during the early minutes of play, choice: Wesleyan. Best quarter: Delaware-autumn campus-
and late in the first quarter, con- second. Wesleyan's outstanding color-damsels-curious natives 
nected for their only touchdown player: Hagaman. Xavier's out- -auto wreck-modern stadium-
of the game when a pass-Haga- standing player: Nebel. Most a lush, verdant playing field-
man to Schroeder-sifted through thrilling play: Cummins' touch- mud cleats-time to dress-Ca-
the weak pass ·defense of the down jaunt. Officials: poor. mello arrives amid sundry sal-
Cincinnati boys. Hagaman was No. 16 to you vos of welcome-game-nulI said. 
It was "all Xavier" during the gents without scorecards. Mr. After game locker room--Joy 
second period, for with the line Fuller had curly hair, too, Fred. of victory-mingled cries of an-
and the backs working smoothly He didn't resemble Cummins in guish as tape comes olI plus flesh 
on the offense, the Blue and any way. -stinging showers - Jiniment-
White reeled off several long Mary Ruth Smith, Delaware, Darragh gazing blankly about-
runs to score two touchdowns Ohio, student at Wesleyan, Pre- Nebels' battered countenunce-
and store away the old ball game game choice: Xavier. Best quar- Farasey gimping it. 
before .the teames went off the ter: first. Wesleyan's outstanding On the bus-all aboard-post 
field for intermission. player: Hagaman. .Xavier's out- mortems-"I should have had 
standing player: Farasey. Offi- that guy," "referee called me for" 
Neary Gets Away cia!s: fair. Best quarter: first. "he was a good boy," "guards 
On the first play of the second Public address system: "What didn't charge" if I had only-
quarter, with the ball on the public address system?" Darragh looking for topcoat 
Xavier 39-yard line, little Roy In c'ase you want to know, Far- (which he never had) and score 
Neary, who \vas in the game for asey, Miss Smith was that pretty -Clem and Kruse replaying the 
only one play, broke through the brunette in green at the end ta- game-more songs "hat on girl, 
left: side of the Wesleyan line, ble in Bun's. She seem~d to girl on Ford, Ford on-Kellar 
and behind a maze of interfer- think the public <l'ddress system and Schmerge just' having scads 
ence, sprinted down the middle was just a loud mouthed report- of glad-Darragh wanting to 
of the field and acros.i- the goal er in the press box. know who won-Marysville-
line standing up to tie the score Carl Good, Bloomdale, Ohio, curious natives-the town cut up 
at 6-6. Koprowski failed to con- student at Wesleyan. Pre-game with bean shooter peppering the 
vert the extra-point and the choice: Wesleyan. Outstanding sti·eet light--'How-hotel_,ban-
score remained deadlocked. for Wesleyan: Hagaman. Out- quot-vittles-Lou Smith and 
However, Xavier broke the ice standing for Xavier: Kucia and Comella bi;eeze in-Mrs. Crowe 
a few minutes later on two Jong Kruse. Officials: good. Public and Comella looking very charm-
runs by Kim Darragh and Bob address system: poor. ing-Mahoney, the rat swiping 
Cummins. Kim, catching a Wes- We hope Mr. Good didn't en- the last biscuit-Kruse looking 
leyan punt deep in. his own ter- ter the Post football contest. He for an extra wed.ge of pumpkin 
ritory, advanced the ball all the said- the whole right side of the pah-meal over-silverware re-
way to ,the enemy's 22-yard line looked good. We just men- turned-All aboard for Cincy-
stripe, from where Cummins car- tioned Kucia and Kruse; you can more songs-Billy Walsh tearing 
ried the ball over on the prettiest throw in a guard and a few sec- off about 60 winks-84 miles to 
play of the game-a lateral by ondary if you want to. We're Cincy-10:30-Lebanon peaceful-
Farasey near the right side-line tired. Iy slumbering-Reading-Flege-
with Cummins crossing up the Paul Fern', Norwood, Ohio. Pre- vi~le-look at Fred Debel with 
Wesleyan defense by running game choice: Xavier. Most thrill- his code in his dose sit up-Kel-
wide and hard around the. left ing play: Neary'e 61 yard touch- Jar drops off-there's the four 4's 
end for the score. down gallop. First half: all Xa- --'Dana-:Parkway-Fieldhouse, 
lookin' front the 
SPORTSIDE 
by Reel Haughey 
WE'D LIKE 1'0 GO on record as saying that this boy Eddie Hagaman is one of the sweetest ball-carriers we have seen 
in many a day. He threw passes with plenty of stuff on them. He 
ran with the shiftiness of a Bob Davis. And he acted lil•e a real 
sportsman throughout the game. 
0Ltt' own boys were not far behind. Jim Farnsey made a slrong-
bid for all-American and Bob Cummins showed flashes of greatness 
in all departments. John Koprowski and the rest of the backfield 
men had played heads-up ball through the game and gave Xavier 
the edge in yards gained from rushing the ball. 
x-----
WHEN IUi\I DARRAGH rnhm1ed a punt for 52 yards he looked sn much like Leo Sack that we began to wonder 
what 'fwin.k!cloes himself would have looked like against those 
slow huskies al Delaware ... The blocking in Ncary's touchdown 
play was near 11crfcction, but Roy is one of the few backs who 
can !aim advantage of such a well timc1l 111ny' .•. Farascy just 
hail time to take his hcml,gear off, then he was sent back in' to 
do the blocking and line-backing which a H5 lb. open field r11n-
nc1· isn't ex11cetc1l to do ... Bob Cummins, who had to learn 
to kick to stay in the line-up, is turning out to be the most val-· 
uablc man in' the backfield; he passes, runs, aml is exceptional 
on 1mss defense. Bob doesn't boot 'em seventy-five yards, like 
Dave Snell dill at Delaware, but he sends the ball much higher, 
and gets it off much quicker". .. Gene Keller 11rcvented a Wes-
leyan touchdown with a s11cctacular lmoclulown of a pass in the 
end zone, while Frank Kucia was dro11ping back to s11oil pass 
,after pass during the whole game. If the Jnusllic air defense 
loolts that goo1l the rest of the season Detroit University wm 
have a hard time of it when they come lo Corcoran Field on 
Dad's Day, November 14th. 
--~--x------
SIN CE PITT WAS UPSET by Duquesne, the Notre Dame-Pill game has changed complexion. Irish backers are willing to 
bet now that the Ramblers, with their fight-and-gamble spirit, will 
hold their own against the Panthers, who looked so good only 
against a surprisingly weak Ohio State team. The big question is 
whether the Duquesne victory took the heart out of the Panthers 
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R 0 T C B d out of the band by their non- 0 f f· 1· .. c e r''s proposed at the previous meet- Last Rites . . . . . • an membership in the field artillery ing but not yet chosen by the 
unit. In s e D···· 0 r time of the.last convocation. . To. Be Held 
WI.... • A p p e a r It is anticipated. that. the R. 0. An unprecedented number. of . /-T. c. Band at Xavier will become ' students enrolled in the Sodal- For 'Priest 
. • one of the leading bands in the s O d a I I• t y ity. The committee of officers ·· 
Frio day N I g h t city with a ~ew years of experi- was instructed to meet with ---ence at playmg together. the .moderator and map out the (Con.linued from Pa1e 1) .·.· 
___ The members of the band are: --- year's activities. well-known to a large secUon of 
. . Of Vincent H. Beckman, Leonard Gartner, Kelly, Smith, the Xavier alumni. 
Initial Appearance A. Bernens, Robert w. Berting, ENGINEER .Father Talbot was born at 
G D B k B nard J Reilly And Steph. an --- Bardstown,. Kentucky,. December. 
Military Units Will Be B~~~~:. m:ban r~~ Dine~~. Joh~ Robert H. Duffy, a graduate of 27, 1864. He was educated at. the 
Of Interest To All Stu• D. Ertel, Elmer c. Flamm, Rob- Elected To Posts By the Class of 1936, is now study- parochial school. at Bardstown 
ert F. Groneman, Paul F. Hal- Sodalists. ing Engineering 11-t the Univer- and at St. Joseph College· there. 
back, Thomas J. Harper, Robert sity of Cincinnati. ~e entered the Societ1 of Jeaua 
___ J. Hartlaub, Clarence F. Holley, --- · in 1883 and was ordained to the 
dents. 
. U . 't R 
0 
T John A. Von, Donald D. Moore, Officers in the Senior Sodality, r-------------. priesthood in-1898. . 
The Xavier n1vers1 y . . . Raymond v. Moran Edmond H. BEST CENTER . _He spent 33 years in the clus-
c Band will make its debut Fri- N' H ld A R''tz' J h T elected last week to serve dur- room teaching at St. Ma,..,•a · Co.l· · ' 1esen, aro . 1 1e, o n . . · • ., 
day night, playing _at the game Schuh, Robert J. Schumaker, mg the first semester of the --- lege, St. Mary's, Kansas; St. II· 
in t~e Xavier ~tadium between John A. Still, Melvin J. Tepe, present scholastic year, were rCoacb Gauthier of Wesley· natius College, Chicaao; Unlver-
Dav;s and. El~ms College and Carl w. Tillman, William F. Leonard c. Gartner, prefect, Paul an's ·Bishops visited the Mus· sity of Detroit High School; St. 
Xavier University.. . Walsh, Joseph A. zumberg. M K ll d W'll' J RI ll · keteer dresslnr room alter the Louis University High School; 
The Band practiced marching . · e Y an 1 iam · e. y, game SaturclAy, and like a true Campion College, . Prairie du 
at the Corps Day formation Tues- - vice-prefects, Albert A. Stephan, sportsman conrratulated the Chien, Wis.; and at Xavier. 
day morning. This was the first Fif ty•Seven Get treasurer, and Vincent E. Smith, team on their splendid victor)', Father Talbot observed his 
appearanc~ of the band in march- NY A Assistance secretacy. "You fellows played a rreat golden jubilee in 1933 ·with a 
ng format10n. . . The meeting was entirely tak· game," be said, "and are. one celebration at Xavier University. 
The appearance was 1mpress1ve, --- . . of the finest, cleanest, ftrhtln· The sermon at that anniversary 
according to the authorities in There are fifty-seven students en up with the election of om- est ball clubs I've seen. Rope was preached by tHe Rev. Henry 
charge, s~owing that the men doing NYA jobs on the Xavier cers after an announcemen~. by you come back." S. Spalding, S. J., a classmate of 
would be m. the f'!rm. t_h~t was campus, a late check-up by the the moderator, Rev. C. J. Steiner, "Let. ·me tell you," he con· Father Talbot in Bardstown, 
expected of 1t at its initial ap- S . d s J that plans to have a com- . tlnued, "you have one of tbe who has since died allo.: 
pearance. Rev. C. J. temer, campus a • · ·• greatest defensive centen rve His nearest surviving relaUve 
The public can better appreci- ministrator revealed this week. mittee form the program of the ever seen." At tbls Nebel, de- is a sister, Mrs. George A. Burk-
ate the progress of the band The students are dQing secre- group and present it at the meet- spite bis battered countenanee; ley, of Louisville, Ken~1,1cky .. 
when it realizes that it was com- larial and clerical work in vari- ing had been. abando?ed._ smiled shyly. 
pletely re-organized since Sep- -. Father Stemer · said that .the We are lnelined to arree Funeral services were conduct-
tember 25 with a great many ou;; . departments of the Umver- officers would be better qualified with Gaatbler... Coqratula· ed last week for Mr. J. S. Bar-
:freshmen, 'taking the place of the sity '.Which do not require the to form the schedule of activi- tlons, Fred! , man, father of Don Barman, arts 
upperclassmen who were forced services of a fulltime helper. ties than the random committee:...., ___________ __, se.nior at Xavier University • 
• 




. .. thats t/Je, 
whaleman's signal · ·. 
for a smoke 
And on land and sea, 
from coast t~ coast• :. with 
millions of smokers,· men 
and women .•• when they 
take time out to enjoy a 
·cigarette it's 
. "Smoke··O ••• 
pass the Chester.fie/th" 
Chesterfields are milder ••• 
and what's more they've . 
got a hearty good taste that.· 
leaves a· man satisfied• . 
.· ..... 
: . ::~· ~· 
·,;·,_._ 
